Mars is typically viewed as a member of the category of weakly magnetized planets, with a largely induced magnetosphere and magnetotail produced by the draped fields of the solar wind interaction. However, selected MAVEN suprathermal electron and magnetic field observations in the near wake, sampled along its elliptical orbit during the early prime mission at altitudes ranging from its ~150 km periapsis to the tail magnetosheath, reinforce a picture seen in an MHD model where magnetic fields are rooted in the planet throughout much of the Martian magnetotail.
I. Introduction
Early observations of the Mars-solar wind interaction on the Mars 2, 3 and 5 and Phobos-2 spacecraft revealed a Mars-solar wind interaction that in many ways resembles the Venussolar wind interaction (Vaisberg, 1992) . In particular, a dayside magnetic barrier composed of piled-up interplanetary field was observed by Phobos-2 during its initial transfer orbits (Riedler et al., 1992) , and in its final, equatorial circular orbit at ~2.75 R mars , induced magnetotail lobes like those at Venus were regularly observed (Yeroshenko et al., 1990) . A hint of some difference in the Mars interaction was the apparently greater width of the
Martian magnetotail boundary where solar wind fluxes were no longer observed in the wake (e.g. Luhmann et al., 1991; Zhang et al., 1994) . Nevertheless, the larger scale height of the Martian atmosphere/ionosphere relative to the planet radius, its weaker ionosphere and weaker incident solar wind at Mars' heliocentric distance, and the likely role of ion kinetic effects on the plasma interaction at Mars made this difference unsurprising.
In 1998 The Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) detected the crustal remanant magnetic fields of Mars, forever changing our view of this planet and its solar wind interaction (Acuna et al., 2001 ). The related details were subsequently investigated to the extent the MGS transfer orbits and polar mapping orbit at ~400 km fixed 2AM-2PM local time allowed (e.g. Brain et al., 2006a) . Combined analyses of the Electron Reflectometer and the magnetometer data (Mitchell et al., 2001 ) provided information on attributes unique to the Mars obstacle, including the spatial mapping of local magnetic fields that originated from 1) draped magnetosheath fields, 2) field loops rooted in the planet (closed fields), and fields with one end rooted in the planet, and at the other end extending into interplanetary space (open fields). Some consequences of this topology included a complex topside ionospheric topology (Mitchell et al., 2001) , signatures of magnetic reconnection between external and crustal fields at the solar wind boundary including flux ropes or plasmoids (Brain et al., 2010) , and crustal field-associated aurora (Brain et al., 2006b ). The Mars Express mission has been subsequently orbiting Mars in a highly elliptical orbit with an ionosphere-probing radar and plasma ion composition and electron spectrometers, obtaining much new information on the structure and composition of the ionosphere and the planetary ions in the wake (Lundin and Barabash, 2004; Fedorov et al., 2008) . However, its lack of a magnetometer limits interpretation of the observed features and phenomena.
The general properties of induced magnetospheres of weakly magnetized planets are wellknown from missions to Venus (e.g. Luhmann et al., 1986 Luhmann et al., , 2004 Bertucci et al., 2011) .
Magnetic fields in the wakes of such obstacles are generally connected to the interplanetary field, having acquired a comet-like draped field configuration from the planetary atmosphere/ionosphere interaction. These induced magnetotails are produced by solar wind stagnation and diversion around the ionosphere, combined with mass loading by planetary ion production on the draped fields -some of which penetrate into the main ionosphere.
However, at Mars, where the planetary crustal fields provide a significant part of the obstacle pressure that counters the incident solar wind pressure (e.g. Ma et al., 2004) , both collisionless and collisional reconnections between external and crustal fields produce a wake that contains combinations of open, closed, and draped field topologies (Ferguson et al., 2005; Halekas et al., 2006 Halekas et al., , 2009 .
Since its orbit insertion in November 2014, MAVEN has made observations around Mars with a full complement of particle and field instruments (Jakosky et al., 2015a) . The early prime mission provided many measurements in the solar wind wake from ionospheric altitudes at its ~150km periapsis to several Mars radii, including plasma ions and electrons and magnetic fields (Connerney et al., 2015) . At the same time solar wind interaction models have been run toward improving our ability to understand the global context of the measurements, while validating the model results. The present study uses a small portion of these combined observations and models to learn more about the nature of the Mars obstacle to the solar wind, and in particular whether a more magnetospheric than ionospheric solar wind obstacle picture, suggested by the models, currently applies.
Approach
Even before MAVEN arrived at Mars it was realized that the Mars-solar wind interaction is complicated and dynamic on many time and spatial scales due to the combination of varying solar and solar wind parameters, an atmosphere/ionosphere that responds to both external and planetary influences, and high harmonic order, geographically nonuniform, crustal magnetic fields that rotate with the planet (e.g. Brain et al., 2003) . Many open questions remain that impact efforts to understand its global and evolutionary consequences. In particular, the role of a planetary magnetic field in shielding an atmosphere from solar wind erosion over time continues to be debated (e.g. Moore and Horwitz, 2007) .
From the first acquisitions of the MAVEN plasma and field data, BATS-R-US MHD simulations of the solar wind interaction (Ma et al., 2004; 2014) have been compared with observations along the orbit with sometimes remarkable agreement for even single fluid, multispecies models (e.g. Jakosky et al., 2015a) . The comparisons generally include the vector magnetic field measurements, the solar wind plasma ion densities and velocities, and the upper ionosphere ion composition measurements (see Jakosky et al., 2015b for an instrument overview). A major goal of these model fittings has been to infer the related global ionospheric escape rates for realistic solar wind interaction geometries. However, they also lend themselves to investigating the topology and origins of fields making up the Mars obstacle. For global perspective, BATS-R-US MHD simulations were run for a Westward Parker Spiral external field orientation and a variety of crustal field orientations to determine the expected Martian wake field topologies for these conditions. The details of the basic simulations are described in earlier references and so are not repeated here. The main points of interest for this study are the spatial resolution, which is ~5-10 km in the ionosphere, the assumption than the Arkani-Hamed (2002) crustal field model is specified at the inner boundary at ~100 km, and the influence of numerical diffusion in controlling where magnetic reconnection occurs in most of the simulation space. As the latter determines the magnetic field topologies in the simulation, consistencies between observations and models are often used as an implicit measure of its goodness as an approximation. We traced model magnetic field lines from a spherical grid of starting points at 150 km altitude (below the nominal exobase of Mars) to determine whether they were connected to the lower boundary at both ends (closed), connected to the lower boundary at one end and passing through a Mars- Rmars look similar but with a decreased contribution of closed fields.
The data analysis was designed to test whether a substantial portion of the observed tail lobes are rooted to the planet rather than draped, as the models suggest. We use a variant of the method used by Dubinin et al. (1994) MAVEN's SWEA observes electrons in the few eV to 1 keV energy range over a nearly 4pi field of view (Jakosky et al., 2015b) . SWEA and magnetometer Key Parameters are produced as a part of the regular archived MAVEN data sets. These 8s averages are time-synchronized so they can be easily used for comparisons of diverse quantities. Here we focus on the SWEA Key Parameters that describe parallel and antiparallel (to the local magnetic field) fluxes of electrons in the energy range 100 eV to 500 eV. These are safely within the range where the solar wind suprathermal electron streaming is observed (e.g. Lin, 1998) , while including sufficiently high fluxes for accurate measurements unaffected by spacecraft potentials. We examine both the relative and absolute fluxes for both the region within the optical shadow (see Figure 2 ) and outside. These are compared to the local magnetic field polarities (signs of the Sunward-antisunward or Bxmso components) in the Mars wake.
By using the period of exceptionally steady Westward Parker Spiral field in December 2014 mentioned above, this study minimizes ambiguities from time-dependent interplanetary fields,allowing us to look for persistent patterns of behavior. The orbits for the period 19-22
December 2014 are very similar as shown in Figure 3 where they are overlaid. For this period MAVEN periapsis is in the nightside, providing a wake field sample of ~15 orbits that cross through structure like that in Figure 1 in the low altitude tail and adjacent magnetosheath.
Mars rotates under the orbit so that the crustal field effects on the wake change, nominally introducing some variations in the wake field topology such as those illustrated in Figure 2 .
General attributes of the suprathermal electron field-aligned net fluxes are illustrated in Various combinations of these data were used to explore the topological questions described above, a subset of which we show here. The field geometry in Figure 1 suggests that another indication of its validity should be a relative lack of antiparallel solar electron streaming in the unconnected (+Y, or +B xmso ) tail lobe compared to the Sun-connected (-Y, or -B xmso ) tail lobe. We analyzed the +B xmso and -B xmso tail and sheath region parallel to antiparallel electron flux ratios to compare their average values. The tail ratios should be larger in the tail lobe that is disconnected from the solar source, while in the Sun-connected tail lobe they should be comparable to the sheath ratios. As expected for draped fields, the sheath parallel-to-antiparallel flux ratios are similar for both tail lobes at 0.71 for the +B xmso lobe and 0.60 for the -B xmso lobe. The statistical errors in these ratios are less than a percent. For the tail region, the -B xmso (Sun-connected) lobe has a similar ratio of 0.74, but the +B xmso lobe has a ratio of 2.22. Analysis of the average fluxes involved in these ratios shows the latter is due to a relatively low average antiparallel flux, which would be expected for loss of the direct solar connection of this tail lobe. . Our interpretation is that the +B xmso tail lobe is emptier of suprathermal electrons than the -B xmso tail lobe, although it still provides an access path for sunward-moving electrons to reach the nightside ionosphere. This is consistent with expectations for a wake field topology like that in Figure 1 .
Conclusions
For weakly magnetized planets like Mars and Venus, an often standard assumption is that the magnetotail is a primarily induced structure composed of effectively draped interplanetary magnetic fields. However, the models of the Mars-solar wind interaction imply that there are Finally, the results suggest caution in organizing all observed features and phenomena in a manner that assumes a classically induced magnetosphere picture. While the solar wind and draped magnetosheath magnetic field and dayside planetary ion production may dominate the geometry of the observed escaping pickup ion plumes and related dayside precipitation (Fang et al., 2010) , the interpretation of other planetary ions and magnetic structure (and processes) in the solar wind wake is a greater challenge. Indeed, the strengths of the atmosphere and 
